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Thank you to Dr. Shadi Hamadeh and the ESDU team. I could not be more grateful
for the hospitality and generosity you gave me during my time in Lebanon. My favorite
moments of my trip include camping with Hind and visiting Chouwen lake, tasting every
product at the souk on Saturday morning with Nadim, visiting Eco-Khalleh and learning
about the environmental education movement, tour of communities in Beqaa with Omar,
eating manouche along side the road with the CLIMAT project team, wine tasting with
CLIMAT project team, and the wonderful tour of Baalbek with Haydar. I made some lifetime
friendships and collaborations, which will continue to build and foster over my lifetime.
I was able to taste many heritage/local foods of Lebanon including wine, mouneh,
fresh lemonade, rose and zatar ice cream, carob molasses, Sheeha, tabbouleh, stuffed
cabbage, and grape leaves. I really appreciate how Lebanese foods use acid within their
cuisine making it unique to any other cuisine I have tasted. I hope that ESDU is able to
continue to build their relationship with Slowfood to be able to preserve, build and
promote increased tourism surrounding heritage/local foods. I fear that fastfood is
changing the ability of the next generation to be able to support a food sovereign Lebanese
nation.
I wish every American had the opportunity I had to come to Lebanon to build
friendships and understand the complex history and culture of the communities.
Understanding the refugee crisis and the impact of the Civil war has helped me better
understand the interconnection between conflict, the environment, and food. Increased
understanding between communities in the Middle East and America would help create
peace and prevent future conflicts and we could work together to tackle the difficult
problems of food, water, community health, energy and the environmental conservation. I
hope my visit and internship is just a start to building a strong partnership between the
University of Florida and the American University of Beirut.
Thank you Mabelle for your coordination, logistics and hosting me at ESDU. I know
that this time was a busy time for you as you prepare for your defense. Good Luck! I can’t
wait to continue fostering our collaboration in the future.
Finally, I would like to say thank you to Shadi for your efforts to push for a change
within the food system of Lebanon. I know that your efforts will pay off in the end helping
to promote environmental conservation and the promotion and evolution of local food to
support a food sovereign nation. The path is difficult and twisted but increased
collaboration between efforts across nations and institutions will help us to make a solid
counter movement. I know that with devoted effort and clear vision Karianet will become
the outreach tool that you dream it to be.
Thank you!
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